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AMERICA 'S AIRWAYS

The work of the airways division of | which have been added the necessary
the Aeronautics Branch is carried on special personnel . Maintenance of
under the laws, rules , and regulations aeronautical aids has been assigned as
applicable to the lighthouse establish follows :
ment , and so far as practicable through
the regular district organization of the THIRD LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT, STATEN ISLAND ,

N. Y.
Lighthouse Service. Under the gen
eral supervision of the Commissioner New York -Boston airway .

Chicago -New York airway (Bellefonte -New
of Lighthouses and the specific direc York section ) .
tion of the chief engineer of the air Atlanta -New York airway (Richmond -New
ways division and his administrative York section ) .

New York -Montreal airway .
assistants , this division is organized
into four units - survey , construction , SIXTH LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT, CHARLESTON ,
weather and communications , and 8. c.

radio , Atlanta -New York airway (Atlanta -Rich
The survey unit determines airway mond section ) .
routings , selects sites for beacons and Miami-Atlanta airway ( Jacksonville -Atlanta

section ) .landing fields, and concludes all nego
New Orleans -Atlanta airway (Selma (Ala .)

tiations for licensing these sites and Atlanta section )
for conditioning the fields for use by Atlanta -Chicago airway (Atlanta -Evansvillesection ) .
aircraft . The construction unit ar
ranges for the purchase and shipment TENTH LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT , BUFFALO , N. Y.
of all lighting equipment and super
vises its erection and installation

Chicago -New York airway (Bryan (Ohio )
Bellefonte section ) .

under contract or by airways division Louisville -Cleveland airway .
field forces. The weather and com Cleveland -Detroit airway .

munications unit selects , establishes , Cleveland -
Albany airway .

Cincinnati-Chicago airway ( Cincinnati - Indi
and supervises the operations of air anapolis section ) .
ways weather reporting stations and St. Louis - Columbus airway ( Indianapolis
airways communication stations . The

Dayton section ) .
Washington -Cleveland airway ( Pittsburgh

radio unit designs , procures , and super Cleveland section ) .
vises the erection and installation of
radio equipment for communications TWELFTH LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT , MILWAUKEE ,

WIS .
stations and radiobeacons .
Maintenance of the intermediate Chicago - Twin Cities airway .
landing fields and beacon lights is ac Chicago -New York airway (Chicago -Bryan

section ) .
complished by the district organiza Cincinnati -Chicago airway ( Indianapolis
tions of the Lighthouse Bureau , to I Chicago section ).
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The prestone -cooled engine has all the are carried relatively near the center
advantages of the water -cooled engine , of the wings If these loads are dis
minus the usual radiator drag . tributed along the entire span , or
“ Drag ” as nearly everyone now nearly so , a large percentage of the
knows , is the resistance offered by the stress now on the wing fittings will
air to the forward movement of the be relieved , thus making a greater
plane . Landing gear , radiator , struts , wing span possible . Distribution of
wires , etc ., all add to the drag . The wing loading , of course , will make
main objects of the aircraft engine necessary the distribution of ground
designer are to help streamline the loading . That is , landing wheels will
plane , and to reduce the total weight have to be spaced along the wing to
per horsepower . take care of stresses in landing . It
The “ flying wing " forecast by most should be explained here that air
aeronautical engineers as the airplane planes must resist two stresses . In
of to -morrow , is simply a single wing , the air the wings must hold up the
5 to 8 feet thick near the center . The body of the ship . On the ground and
tail surfaces will be mounted on a cen in landing the ship must hold up the
tral elongation of the chord (width ) wings.
of the wing , or on a beam , or beams , If wing loading - engines, cargo ,
extending aft. Landing wheels , at- fuel , and the ship itself— is distributed
tached at intervals under the wing along the wing , and if ground loading ,
will fold up into the wing when the consisting of the same items, is dis
ship is in flight. Passenger cabins , tributed on landing wheels along the
freight and express compartments , fuel under wing , then both of these stresses
tanks , and probably the engines , will are much reduced. It would seem

be inside the wing . The ultimate air that we may expect to see important
plane will be almost perfectly stream changes and airplanes of great size .
lined . Terrific air speeds , forecast by | Just how large and how powerful the
competent engineers , depend more and airplanes of the future will be , is a
more on streamlining as the speed question that no man is yet in a posi
increases . tion to answer .
There is some question as to whether
the propellers on future airplanes will GUGGENHEIM FUND REPORTS
be in front of the wing or behind it ; SOLUTION OF BLIND FLYING
but they will probably be in the rear, PROBLEM
because when they are so located noth
ing obstructs their slipstreams How The following information appears

ever, propellers set at the rear of a in a bulletin , dated September 24, 1929 ,

wing must do their work in “ dis from the Daniel Guggenheim Fund for
turbed ” air The wing in front of the the Promotion of Aeronautics :
propellers sets the air mass to whirl As a result of tests successfully con
ing and flowing in various directions ducted this morning at Mitchel Field , theDaniel Guggenheim Fund for the Promo
and also creates a partial vacuum A tion of Aeronautics is able to report a
propeller does not work efficiently un solution of the hitherto unsolved last phase
der such conditions . But , on the other in the problem of flying through fog . Un

der conditions representing the densest fog ,
hand , if propellers are set in front of reaching from any altitude to the ground
the wing , they must be far out in Lieut . James H . Doolittle , conducting the
front and away from the leading edge experiment , was able to take off from the

to operate efficiently . This will re
airport , fly from it and return to a given
spot and make a landing . This brief sum

quire that propellers be mounted on mary of the experiment and its significance
extension shafts or that the engines is sent to you as a matter of interest .--
be mounted forward of the leading Harry F . Guggenheim , president .
edge in special nacelles . Either device According to the same bulletin , the
is not ideal. Only experience can solve demonstration represents the success
these problems ; but they will be ful consummation of experiments
solved , and man will yet outwing the which have been conducted for nearly
birds in efficiency . Even nature ' s fl

y

a year over the full flight laboratory
ers must carry “ fuselages " — their established by the Fund a

t Mitchel
bodies . Man will fl

y

with a simple Field . The principal factors in mak
wing . | ing possible the accomplishment are a

Transport planes will carry a multi - | new application o
f visual radiobeacon ,

plicity o
f engines for two reasons : the development o
f

an improved in

First , for reliability in the air (assur - strument for indicating the longitudi
ance against forced landings ) and , | nal and lateral attitude of an air
second , to distribute wing loading . At plane , a new directional gyroscope ,

present the engines , fuel , cargo , all and a sensitive barometric altimeter
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so delicate as to measure the altitude airplane. In other words, with the
of the airplane within a few feet of commercial manufacture of these in
the ground . struments , the necessary equipment

The test plane used in these experi for fog flying will be neither expensive
ments was equipped with a com nor complicated , but of such a nature
pletely covered cockpit . Unable to see that it is readily available to the aver
outside the cockpit and guided en age pilot , and easily comprehended .
tirely by his instruments , Lieutenant The commercial practicality of the
Doolittle took off from Mitchel Field , development is therefore , assured
flew away from the field , turned from the start.
around , recrossed it , turned again and Many individuals and organizations
come back , landing a short distance have participated in making this de
from his starting point . In the place velopment possible . Lieutenant Doo
of a natural horizon by means of little has been in charge of the full
which the pilot usually keeps his flight laboratory from the start , and
plane at a stable and sate flying atti was made available for this work
tude , and which would be invisible in through the courtesy of the Army Air
fog , Lieutenant Doolittle used an “ ar Corps . He studied at both the Uni
tificial horizon " in the form of a versity of California and the Massa
small instrument indicating to the pi chusetts Institute of Technology , and
lot the longitudinal and lateral atti his aeronautical achievements , includ
tude of the airplane with relation to ing the winning of the Schneider Cup
the ground at all times . Race in 1925 , rank him as one of
With stability thus assured , the pilot the country 's leading pilots . Prof.
was able to locate the landing field William Brown of the Department of

Aeronautics , Massachusetts Instituteby means of a direction - finding radio .
of Technology , was his technicalIn addition to the long -distance radio

beacon already in use at Mitchel Field assistant and for some time has been
and known to this country for some actively engaged in various phases of

aviation with the Navy , the Army, andtime, a beacon had been installed goy
the National Advisory Committee forerning the immediate approach to the

field , casting a beam of some 15 or 20 Aeronautics .

miles in length in either direction . The Bureau of Standards and the
United States Army and Navy haveOn the instrument board of the plane

a visual radio receiver , consisting of both contributed to the work , and
mention should also be made of thetwo vibrating reeds tuned to the radio

beacon , enabled the pilot to determine
following companies whose instru

the location of the beam and thus the ments and
experimentations made

landing field . If he turned to the possible the necessary equipment :
Pioneer Instrument Co ., Taylor Instruright of his course , the right reed
ment Co ., Sperry Gyroscope Co., Bellshowed an excessive vibration , and
Laboratories , Radio Frequency Labovice versa , and by keeping the reeds
ratories , and Kollsman Instrument Co .

in equilibrium the pilot was able to
The new principle which has beenfl
y directly down the path of the beam

to his landing . The sensitive altimeter demonstrated solves what I have con

showed him his altitude and made it sidered i
n the past one o
f

the two re

maining fundamental problems o
f avi .possible for him to calculate his land
ation . The application o
f

this prining to a distance o
f

within a few feet ciple , however , and the final perfectionof the ground . of the best equipment for all phases
The demonstration eliminates the o

f

fog flying will require time andlast great hazard to the reliability o
f

effort o
n the part of commercial andairplane travel and means that a prin military organizations .ciple has been developed which when For example , in our demonstration ,eventually perfected for commercial

use was made o
f

the barometric alti
use will make the airplane more inde meter which must be corrected forpendent o

f

weather conditions than variation o
f atmospheric conditions .any other form of transportation . I This correction is made by telephonicsay “more independent " advisedly , communication from the ground to the

because the aircraft is not limited to plane . Other altimeters not subject
one plane o

f travel and can take ad to atmospheric change are now invantage of a number of approaches to

it
s

destination without using a con - | is assisting in this experimentation .

process o
f development , and the fund

gested roadway o
r

water channel . Notable among these is the sonic alti

It is significant that the achievement meter , a development by Dr . Elmer

is realized through the aid o
f only Sperry , and the radio altimeter now
three instruments which are not al | being developed by the General Elec
ready the standard equipment of a
n | tric Co .
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